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The Poartry Project and Poetry X Hunger are teaming up to help alleviate hunger. On December 3, 2022, they’ll
launch the first ever online Art Auction: Alleviating Hunger with all proceeds benefiting Feed the Children, an
anti-hunger organization that works to alleviate hunger in the U. S. and around the world.
Artists from near and far, many who are affiliated with The Poartry Project (The Poartry Project | building loving
worlds through loving words and art), have generously donated their hunger-related paintings, photographs,
quilt, and collages to the Auction’s cause. In fact, they created their pieces in response to poems published on
the Poetry X Hunger website (Poetry X Hunger - Home). Poets from India, the U. S., Honduras, Zimbabwe Ireland
and elsewhere graciously offered their work to this hunger-alleviation cause.
The result of these worldwide artist-poet partnerships is a powerful on-offer collection of new artwork.
You can preview the Better World auction site to see the artwork and to read the poems that inspired each
piece at this site – Art Auction -- Alleviating Hunger by Poetry X Hunger | BetterWorld
Bidding will begin with the Launch of the Art Auction on December 3, 2022 and will continue through December
17, 2022. And, even if you don’t bid, you can still donate to Feed the Future here -- Poetry X Hunger and Feed
the Children - Feed the Children or by visiting the Donation Campaign page on the Auction site.
“Hunger is everywhere and is spreading,” according to Hiram Larew, Founder of Poetry X Hunger. “The Art
Auction: Alleviating Hunger is one important way that artists’ and poets’ talents can contibute to bringing
hunger relief.” “Our participating artists really stepped up to support the cause of alleviating hunger because
they were so moved and inspired by the rich imagery and powerfully evocative direct personal experiences with
hunger shared by the poets”, says J C Wayne, Founder of The Poartry Project. T. A. Niles who envisioned the
Auction says, “It is truly gratifying to collaborate with such talented and committed artists in the effort to
eradicate hunger felt by real people.”
The Auction organizers have set a goal of raising $2,500 (and more!) for Feed the Children. For more
information, contact PoetryXHunger@gmail.com.

